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paramount in learning a language, but he will also know 
that these cannot be practiced indiscriminately as to time, 
place, and extent. In particular, he will know that unless 
he, hlm.sel.f, is highly skilled in the oral use o.f the 
language, he must not employ anything approaching the 
"Natural Method." 
Seventh, the intensive method describes concentrated 
e.f.fort. The greater achievement attained in a shorter 
period o.f time is due to the larger number o.f sessions 
during that period. 
Eighth, the "Scientific Conversational" Approach recom-
mends that the linguistic scientist and the .foreign assistant 
should take the place of the language teacher. The function 
of the linguistic scientist will be to present the theory 
of sound production and language structure; the function of 
the foreign assistant will be to serve as an instrument of 
hearing and speaking. 
The teacher of language should know the language of 
his students to interpret for them. In the case of the 
scientific linguist he will present language structure 
separately and make it difficult for the student. 
Ninth, Pargment advocates the following conditions to 
raise the level of attainment in modern foreign language 
classes in direct proportion to the extent that they are 
met: 
1. Competent teachers who have a complete 
mastery of the language in all its aspects 
I' 
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and who have adequate proressional training. 
2. A much longer period or instruction than the 
two years now usually allotted; a student 
should concentrate on one language until it 
is relatively mastered. 
3. Smaller classes. The ideal number would be 
ten. 
4. A lighter teaching load. Teaching by oral 
methods involves a greater strain on the 
teacher than any other subject. To think 
ror 25 students, to guess the difficulties 
of each while trying to keep all interested 
and participating, is a dirficult job. 
Tenth, Pargment states that the unsatisfactory condi-
tions under which foreign languages are taught in this 
country are due to three causes: (1) Languages have been 
considered as a frill or as a requirement by impractical 
professors; (2) Teachers and students have been so used to 
low standards that they have not realized how low these 
standards really are; (3) The general public has been led 
II 
to believe that insufficient attainments are due to no other 1 
cause than faulty methods of instruction. 
Now that the rirst cause is out of the way, teachers 
should try to raise the level of attainments by informing 
parents and students that two years is too short a time .to 
learn to use a foreign language competently. 
Brier evaluation.-- Pargment 1 s idea to let the public I 
know what they are getting out of studying a language in 1 
high school for two years is a good one. It is foolish to 
try to deceive others or to let others deceive themselves 
9 





literature is great is true of any language. The language 
of conversation is large~ though not so great as a rule. 
Yet this is no reason for a pupil to learn merely how to 
discuss the weather, order meals, etc., granted that such 
things may prove useful. His third statement that the 
average American high school student is definitely more 
likely to use the foreign language orally discussing the 
amenities of life rather than in reading the foreign 
languages is a false one in the opinion of the reviewer. 
Surely fewer people travel abroad than stay at home. The 
travelers may make use of their foreign language study 
orally, but the vast majority who stay at home can also 
make use of their foreign language study by reading books. 
"Spanish Instruction by the Semi-Direct Method"Y 
Purpose.-- Frank Snow proposes a method to teach spoken 
Spanish. 
Main points made by the author concerning methods.--
First~ Spanish classes are conducted in the foreign language 
with convenient interruptions in the student's native tongue 
to control his comprehension. On account of parenthetical 
interruptions in the student's native tongue, the "semi-
direct" method appears to be slower than the direct method. 
In reality it is faster, for it affords the assurance that 
y Frank E. Snow, "Spanish Instruction by the Semi-Direct 
Method," The Modern Language Journal (January, 1944) 
28: 9-14.-
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cultural information students ought to read books in English. 
Seventh, the semi-direct method calls for a quick, 
practical grammar presentation. 
Much time could be saved by a different deal-
ing with the Spanish verb, one of the main top:Ic s 
in the Spanish grammar. The whole question should 
be treated much like a system of numbers of which 
we know practically all, if we know those from 
zero to nine and how to combine them with others. 
A logical arrangement is needed which shows that most forms 
are differentiated by a mere interchange or simple variation 
of their characteristic ending vowels. 
The developing picture of the regular conjugations 
should not be distorted by simultaneous appearance of 
irregular verb forms. On the other hand, all analogously 
irregular verb fonns ought to be presented as common groups. 
With such a procedure the students would not have to 
memorize verb forms one by one. Whenever possible, the 
fUndamentals ought to be interpreted as an outgrowth of 
I 
,, 
vital tendencies of the spoken language, instead of being jl 
presented abstractly. 
Brief evaluation.-- Frank Snow has presented some use-
ful and practical ideas for Spanish teachers which are well 
worth consideration. 
- -- -- --=---- ----=--- ---- -------
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Main points made by the author concerning objectives.--
Language, as a vehicle for communication of feelings, wants, 
and ideas, is always a means and never an end and should be 
taught from the point of view of facilitating the expression 
and comprehension of thought content in audience situations. 
The primary emphasis throughout should be on hearing and 
using the language in actual communication in the sequential 
development of some topic, subject, or theme. 
Main points made by the author concerning methods.--
First, the best way to lear.n a language is to learn something 
of significance in and through the language -- beyond grammar , 
and vocabulary terminology. 
Second, the content and activities should be chosen j! 
with an eye to their effectiveness in creating worthy atti- I 
tudes, interests, and appreciations. The ultimate cultural 
objectives should serve as criteria for the choice of 
foreign language content for reading, writing, or speaking 
from the first week to the last. 
Third, the most important initial task is to teach pro-
nunciation and help the student to hear correctly what is 
actually pronounced not through complex symbols but through 
the ear and simple charts. 
Fourth, grammar should be taught functionally to facili- l 
tate reading, writing, or speaking. 
Fifth, reading matter should be differentiated according 
24 
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Specialized Training Program, and the increasing Spanish-
.speaking population in the Southwest. The investigation 
lasted from 1944-1947. Certain courses developed as a 
result of the preceding three events which the authors call 
"experimental." By experimental they mean a course whose 
method is said to be "intensive," comprising six or more 
contact hours a week divided between demonstrations by the 
course director and drill sessions with a native-speaking 
guide, and using textual materials especially adapted to 
this kind of study. The aim is, first, to give the student 
skill in speaking and understanding the language and then to 
build a reading knowledge on the foundation of his oral and 
aural skills. Thus, the course which adds one or two hours 
of aural or oral practice to the three or four regular 
weekly classes, or the course which covers two or more 
terms' study in one by increasing the hours per week while 
not otherwise altering the method, does not constitute an 
"experimental" ' course. 
Methods used in solving the problem.-- First, to 
measure language proficiency, the authors used Cooperative 
Tests at the advanced level at the end of the first and 
second years of study to test reading ability. 
Second, to test aural comprehension, two tests were 
constructed by the authors in each of the four languages in 
which they were interested, namely: French, German, 
~==------- ~ 
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speech by a native speaker who was to reduce slightly his 
normal speed of conversation. In the selection of vocabu-
lary the authors relied on the existing word counts, 
Vanderbeke 1 s French Word Book, Morgan's German Frequency 
Word Book, Keniston's A Standard List of Spanish Words and 
Idioms, and Buchanan's Graded Spanish Word Book. In the 
lower level test, the vocabulary was restricted to the 1500 
most frequent words and the upper level 3,000 first words. 
A warm-up passage was provided for at the beginning for 
the students to get accustomed to the type of test. 
Third, to test oral production, the authors designed 
tests at the same level as the aural comprehension series. 
Each test was divided into three parts intended to measure 
three essential aspects of oral skill: (1) the ability to 
report a single simple act or situation in precise words, 
(2) the ability to express a sequence of ideas fluently, 
(3) the ability to converse. 
Part I, the Picture Series, consists of twenty sepa-
rate pictures, each representing a single simple action 
which can be reported in a single simple sentence. Two 
sample pictures shown at the beginning, provide below 
them printed answers which would be normal -if expected 
in English. The pupil's answer is rated by the ex~miner 
as objectively as possible in the following scale: 
=~==--=-=-------
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The results which the authors obtained on oral tests 
are shown below. 
Lower Level 
Upper Level 
Oral Testing 
Spanish 
Number of Cases Number of Institutions 
43 
26 
4 
3 
No attempt was made to standardize scores as the test 
results are based on small samples. The results are from 
30% to 64% at the lower level 
46% to 59% at the upper level. 
They show that the American student of a second language 
shows no highly developed ability to speak that language 
when confronted with a test designed to measure that 
ability within a vocabulary range not exceeding 31 000 words. 
Implications.-- On the basis of results obtained in the 
two series of tests, the authors conclude that neither the 
conventionally taught nor the specially trained students 
were able to comprehend or to speak the language with near-
native competence after studying it up to three years. 
Further, the student in an experimental course emphasizing 
the development of aural-oral skills demonstrates no greater 
proficiency than the untrained student probably because 
(1) while he admittedly has good comprehension of native 
speakers and authentic production within limits, those 
I 
I 
·~ 
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quarters still persists. 
Of course a measure of truth exists in the Black 
Legend; but it · is a half truth. It implies that our English 
ancestors were all sweetness end light in their treatment of 
the Indians, which is far from the truth. It ignores the 
fact that the Spanish crown and its advisers from the days 
of Queen Isabella consistently tried to protect the Indians 
from exploitation by Spanish colonists, forbade their en-
slavement and tried to shield them from the more onerous 
forms of labor. 
The crown endeavored by legislation to insure instruc-
tion to the Indians and what were believed to be the benefits 
of European ways of life. If the Indians suffered, it is 
because pride and avarice found ways of circumventing the 
laws. The Blgck Legend also generally overlooks the great 
missionary effort of the Spaniards in America in the 16th 
and later centuries. 
On the basis of military conquest the Spaniards created 
flourishing civilized communities, with universities, great 
I. 
... , 
churches, and monasteries nearly a century before our 
ancestors founded their first American communities in 
Virginia and Massachusetts. In Latin America in many coun-
tries the Indians survived and form today a bulk of the 
population; whereas in the United States, all that is left 
I of the Indians is a small group of people living on reser-
vat ions. 
41 
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was essentially aristocratic, like that in the Old World, 
'I 
and very different from that in most of the English colonies. , 
A marked contrast could be seen between the wealth and luxury 
displayed by the upper classes in Lima and Mexico City, and 
the almost frugal simplicity of Philadelphia or New York in 
the 18th century. 
Latin American culture in the colonial era was pro-
vincial as compared with the contemporary culture in Europe, 
but it was rich and varied in contrast to that of English 
America. Culture and learning were confined to a select 
class; Indians and most of the mestizos remained densely 
ignorant. In the English colonies education was more wide-
·' 
spread both in learning and in practical arts; the intellec-
tual level of the whole population was certainly higher. In 
Spanish America achievement was greater, but the contrasts 
of refinement and ignorance were also more marked. 
In the Spanish provinces the colonists formed a · distinct-11 
,I ly city and town population. The rural population was almost 
entirely Indian, or in the tropical lowlands about the 
Caribbean Sea, Negro. On the other hand, in most of the 
English colonies the principal objective was to live on the 
land and derive support from its cultivation. 
One might go on by contrasting the governments of the 
English and Spanish colonies. In the Spanish colonies 
power resided in an absolute king in Europe. Lucrative 
posts in church and state were generally reserved for the 
-----=-== 
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suggestion by decorating their rooms with pictures of the 
different countries; then as he has suggested, Spanish 
teachers can devote some ttme in a Spanish course to read-
ing and discussing colonial times in Spanish America. Also 
one may devote some time to reading about the outstanding 
men who have lived since the revolution, biographies perhaps 
in Spanish or English, such as Professor Haring mentioned. 
"Becoming Acquainted with Latin America Through Music"!/ 
Another way to make this foreign language more alive and 
real to high school students is through music. Gilbert Chase 
says that Latin American music has no masterpieces like 
those of Bach, Mozart, and Beethoven, but that they have a 
vast amount of folk and popular music. He has compiled for 
the Library of Congress, a "Bibliography o:f' Latin American 
Folk Music" which has 1200 items. Copies are available, 
free of charge upon request to the Music Division of the 
Library of Congress. 
In the "Guide to Latin American Music" which he com-
pleted before leaving the Library he has, besides including 
the above bibliography, added many others dealing with all 
phases of Latin American music--including a section of 
Hispanic music within the United States. He wrote an 
historical introduction for each country and a general 
!/ Gilbert Chase, "Becoming Acquainted With Latin America 
Through Music," The Harvard Educational Review (October, 
1943) 13: 314-31~ t ----
46 
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high frequency. All but two of the words are from the 
Buchanan List. About 78 per cent of the words are from the 
first 750 words of the Buchanan List. 
Description.-- The first readings are short descriptive 
paragraphs written in a childish manner which would perhaps 
tend to disgust or at least disappoint the beginner. The 
first one begins "La casa es grande. La casa es blanca. 
La casa es buena. La case. no es negra." Gradually the short 
selections increase from 9 lines to 70 lines. As the selec-
tions increase in length they become a little more interest-
ing and plausible in content. Only the present -and the 
present perfect tenses are used. 
2. Sigamos Leyendo 
Sigamos Leyendo~ the second book in the series, which is 
48 pages long~ consists of eight Spanish stories retold and 
edited by Castillo and Sparkman. 
Analysis of gradation.-- They are interesting, each one 
containing an element of suspense and surprise. The authors 
add 256 words and 39 idioms of high frequency to the 388 
basic words and 35 idioms used in Book One. The total 
vocabulary is 644 words and 74 idioms. At the end of the 
book there are exercises on the stories. 
The same type of editing is used as in Book One with a 
complete end vocabulary and with new words and idioms 
II 
60 
annotated~ when they first occur 1 at the foot of the page. 
The present~ future 1 1mperfect1 preterit, present 
perfect, past perfect, command forms, and the present and 
past participles are used. This might make the stories a 
little difficult for a beginning reader, but it is not an 
unsurmountable difficulty. 
Description.-- The first short story, entitled r Que Es 
la Vida? adapted from Agustin Rojas, is about Felipe el 
Bueno and his dealings with a poor man to show that life is 
a dream. It is interestingly written, contains a bit of 
philosophy, and is four pages in length. 
The second story, El Rico ~ el Pobre, adapted from 
Antonio de Trueba, is somewhat longer than the first, being 
ten pages in length. A gentleman from Madrid, Juan Lozano, 
was not happy though he had a great deal of money. A shoe-
maker who lived near-by was happy though poor. The story 
jj goe.s on to relate what happens after the two have lived to-
gether. 
El Albanil de Granada, the third story, seven pages 
long~ adapted from Washington Irving~ is about a mason who 
knew how to keep a secret. 
( Cual de los Tres?, the fourth story and four pages 
long, adapted from Fernan Caballero, tells about a beautiful 
girl called Mary who has three suitors and why she chooses 
to marry the three of them. 
--------==--=-==- -- - --- -
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58. Mexico: Distributor - Association Films; Length - One 
reel; Rental - Color - $3.00, or black and white -
$2.00 • 
59. Mexico: Distributor - The Atlantic Refining Company; 
Length - Eleven minutes; Service charge - $1.00. 
Rather than follow the usual tourist routes, one 
sees, in this film, the ancient towns, primitive life, 
and mysterious relics of forgotten civilizations. 
There are the Aztec temples, the great volcano Popo-
catepetl, the floating gardens of Zochimilco. In 
Mexico City, ancient capital of Montezwna, one sees 
the typical fiesta with the added thrill of a rodeo. 
60. Mexico Builds ~ Democracy: Distributor - Association 
Films; Length - Two reels; Service charge - Color -
$3.00 1 or black and white - $2.00. 
The efforts of the Mexican government to teach 
their people the ways of democracy through education 
are depicted here. 
61. Mexico City: Distributor - Association. Films; Length -
One reel, in color; Service charge - $1.50. 
This picture presents the imposing cathedral, 
modern hotels, beautiful parks, and colorful markets 
of Mexico. The narrator is Orson Welles. 
II 
I 
I 
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its color brings warmth and flavor of rural Mexico. 
85. Sao Paulo: Distributor -Association Films; Length -
Two reels; Service charge - $2.00. 
Brazil's second largest city is one of the fa$est 
growing cities in the world. A typical cross section 
of modern South America shows industry, commerce, 
architecture, and up-to-date trends of education. 
86. Schools of Mexico: Distributor - Coronet Films; 
Length - One reel; Color $90.00, or black and white -
$45.00. 
Mexican students learn the tasks which life will 
ask of them --washing, cooking, planting, plowing. 
However, such laborious lessons are not their only 
ones. Their instructions include dancing, games, 
language, and many of the same subjects studied in 
American schools. This film presents the educational 
institutions of Mexico, from the modern Ministry of 
Education in Mexico City to the adobe schools of the 
interior. 
87. Schools to the South: Distributor - Association Films; 
Length - Two reels; Service charge - $2.00. 
Various steps in the education of South American 
countries are shown comparing the old and the modern 
schools. 
105 



It shows a modern Mexico, seeking her place in the 
new world order. 
98. Tehuantepec: Distributor - Association Films; Length -
One reel, in color; Service charge - $1.50. 
99. 
The picturesque countryside and traditions of one 
of Mexico's most attractive villages famed for its 
beautiful women is 'shown in this film. Linda Darnell 
is the narrator. 
This is Ecuador: Distributor - Association Films; 
Length - Two reels; Service charge - $2.00. 
This picture shows the s t rategic importance and 
promising future of Ecuador. 
100. Thunder Over Mexico: Distributor - Brandon Films; 
Length - Seventy minutes; Cost - $2.00. 
The chief dramatic episode of the Mexican epic 
planned by Sergei Eisenstein is here extended into a 
full-length film of constant interest and colorfulness. 
The period is the feudal era preceding the Mexican 
Revolution. There is a musical score, no dialogue, 
but English titles. 
101. Time in the Sun: Distributor - Brandon Films; Length -
Sixty minutes; Cost - $20.00. 
In 1930 Sergei Eisenstein started out to make an 
epic of Mexico, which might well have been the supreme 
109 

is a musician who ' plays in the hotel orchestra. Tina 
and her father are close friends and we see them 
sharing their work and play. They go marketing for 
Tinats .beautiful mother, Rosalie. Farmers from miles 
around bring their produce to this village. Tina 
learns to buy economically onions, peanuts., sugar 
cane, and corn for the tortillas. On the way home, 1 
I they eat tortillas at a stand, just as we buy hamburgers 
in the United States. 
Tina lives in a court with six other families. 
In Mexico the climate is mild and the people spend 
much of their time in their patios. Here the women 
wash their bright clothes, and their dishes, the 
colorful Mexican pottery. They have a large barnyard 
where travellers park their animals while they shop in 
town. Grandfather Garcia manages the court, and helps 
feed and care for the pigs and donkeys. The men on 
the court are silversmiths. Taxco is a famous mining 
town where silver is mined and fashioned into the 
beautiful silver jewelry that is so popular today. 
Cathedral spires rise protectingly over the town 
square. Here in the evenings the young people meet 
and become better acquainted, as they do in all small 
towns in Mexico. Mexican girls are carefully 
chaperoned. Pablo takes Tina to the Fiesta in the 
square. They ride the whirligig, play the games, and 
111 

107. Venezuela: Distributor - Association Films; Length -
One reel; Service charge - $1.00. 
The capital city or Caracas and the port or 
La Guaira, sugar plantations, and colonial forts and 
trails are shown here. 
108. Venezuela Moves Ahead: Distributor - Association 
109. 
Films; Length - Four reels ; Service charge - $4.00. 
Vera Cruz: Distributor - Association Films; Length -
Two. reels, in color; Servi ce charge - $3.00. 
With Hollywood's Joseph Cotten as narrator, one 
is conducted on a trip through Mexico's province or 
Vera Cruz. Vari-colored flowers, odd native clothes 
and customs and the colorful countryside make a 
delightful film. 
110. Viva Mexico: Distributor - As sociation Films; 
Length -Two reels; Rental - $3.00. 
111. 
Here is a fascinating and instructive picture 
or Mexico, its story past and great potential ruture- -
its armed services, thei r equipment and training 
schools. 
Wealth of the Andes: Distributor - Association Films; 
Length - Two reels, in color. Service charge - $3.00. 
A trip is taken to the Cerro de Pasco mining 
district deep in the Andes mountains of Peru. Here 
I 
I " 
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116. Young Uruguax: Distributor -Association Films; 
Length - Two reels; Service charge - $2.00. 
This picture shows how the young people of 
Uruguay live, work, play, and go to school. Uruguay 
already has the highest degree of literacy in South 
America and through this film one comes to appreciate 
the progressive steps now being made in education in 
this smallest South American republic. 
117. Yucatan: Distributor -Association Films; Length -
Two reels, in color; Service charge - $3.00. 
This is an exciting travelogue of Mexico's 
eastern province. The narration is by Charles Bick-
ford. 
Silent 
1. Amazonian Lowlands: Distributor - Audio-Visual Corpo-
ration; Length - Fifteen minutes; Rental - $1.50. 
2. Andes and the Amazon: Distributor - Audio-Visual 
Corporation; Length - Fourteen minutes; Rental -
$1.00. 
This picture shows the contrast from torrid 
heat to frigid cold, and the insects and savages of 
the jungle. 
II 
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3. Adios Mariquita Linda: Distributor- Clasa Mohme Inc.; 
Length - 106 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
This picture shows Charro action with folk songs. 
4. Ahi Vienen los Mendoza: Distributor - Clasa Mohme Inc.; 
Length - 87 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
This picture shows Charro action with folk songs. 
5. Alejandra: Distributor- Clasa Mohme Inc.; Length -
116 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
This is a costume romance. 
6. Angel 0 Demonio: Distributor- Clasa Mohme Inc.; 
Length - 72 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
This is a picture of modern adventure and romance. 
7. Aqu! Esta Juan Colorado: Distributor- Clasa Mohme Inc.; 
Length - 92 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
This is a picture of the Mexican Revolution. 
8. Argentina (People of Buenos Aires): Distributor-
Encyclopedia Britannica Films; Length - One reel; 
Rental - $2.50; Spanish or English narrators. 
This city is shown in its role as a hub of a 
nation's commercial, industrial, and agricultural 
activities. It portrays as typical Buenos Aires citi-
zens, a grain broker at his executive duties, and a 
packing plant employee at home and at work in one of 
-------- ~&--~--~=-=-=-=-==-===~==~============~======================~=== 
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13. Carmen, La de Triana: Distributor- Glasa Mohme Inc.; 
Length - 99 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
14. Castillos ~ el Aire: Distributor - Carmel Film Pro-
ductions; Full length Spanish language feature; Sound 
feature; Cost - $300.00. 
15. Charro ala Fuerza: Distributor - Glasa Mohme Inc.; 
Length - 101 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
This is a picture of Charro adventure and comedy. 
16. Colombia and Venezuela: Distributor - Encyclopedia 
Britannica Films; Length - One reel; Rental - $2.50; 
Spanish or English narration. 
This picture traces the di-scovery, exploration, 
and settlement of the region; it depicts its geographi-
cal characteristics; and describes the _people, natural 
resources, and economy of modern Colombia and Vene-
zuela. It portrays important activity in the produc-
tion of coffee, cacao, sugar, bananas, cotton, hard-
wood timber, and the richest of the region's products--
petroleum. 
17. Crepusculo: Distributor- Glasa Mohme Inc.; Length-
102 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
This is a picture of modern adventure and 
romance. 
.I 
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18. Dona Barbara: Distributor- Glasa Mohme Inc.; Length-
137 minutes; Rental - $25.00; (also a special 45-
minute edition). 
This picture was adapted ~rom the famous novel of 
the same name by Romulo Gallegos. 
19. Dios Se Lo Pague: Distributor - Glasa Mohme Inc.; 
Length - 112 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
Arturo de Cordoba plays the leading role. 
20. El Capitan Veneno: Distribut or - Glasa Mohme Inc.; 
Length - 45 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
21. El Nieto del Zorro: Distributor- Glasa Mohme Inc.; 
Length - 93 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
This is a picture of Charro action with folk songs. 
22. El Penon de las Animas: Distributor- Glasa Mohme Inc.; 
Length - 120 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
This is a costume romance. 
23. El Precio de la Gloria: Distributor- Glasa Mohme Inc.; 
Length - 108 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
24. El Rebelde: Distributor - Glasa Mohme Inc.; Length -
115 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
This is a picture of Charro adventure with folk 
songs. 
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25. El Supersabio: Distributor- Glasa Mohme Inc.; Length-
101 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
This picture stars Gantinflas, the famous comedian. 
26. Felipe Fue Desgraciado: Dlstributor - Glasa Mobme Inc.; 
Length - 63 minutes; Rental - $25.00. · 
This picture shows Gharro action with folk songs. 
27. Flor de Gafia: Distributor- Glasa Mohme Inc.; Length-
92 minutes; Rental - $25.QO. 
This is a picture of modern adventure and romance. 
28. Flor Silvestre: Distributor - Glasa Mohme Inc.; 
Length - 94 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
This picture presents a romance in Mexican peasant 
, 
life with Dolores del Rio and Pedro Armendariz. 
29. Konga Roja: Distributor- Glasa Mohne Inc.; Length-
114 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
30. La Gasa Golorada: Distributor- Glasa Mohme Inc.; 
Length - 89 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
This is a picture of the Mexican Revolution. 
31. La Historia de un Gran Amor: Distributor - Glasa Mohme 
Inc. ; Length - 15 minutes; Rental - $25.00 • 
. 32. La Historia de~ Mala Mujer (Lady Windemere's Fan): 
Distributor- Glasa Mohme Inc.; Full length picture 
film; Rental - $25.00. 
~~~==== ----========~=-
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his work and his home, his clothing and his rood, his 
I 
language and his arts, and his folk and his dance. 
47. Ramona: Distributor -Glasa Mohme Inc.; Length- 45 
minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
48. Rayito de Luna: Distributor - Glasa Mohme Inc.; 
Length - 80 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
This is a picture of modern adventure and 
romance. 
49. Reina Santa: Distributor- Glasa Mohme Inc.; Lengt h-
93 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
This is an historical picture. 
50. Rio Escondido: Distributor- Glasa Mohme Inc.; 
Length - 45 minutes; Rental - $25.00; also a 100-minute 
edition with Maria Felix. 
51 . Soledad: Distributor - Glasa Mohme Inc.; Length -
101 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
This is a picture of modern adventure and romance. 
52. Soy~ Prorugo: Distributor- Glasa Mohme Inc.; 
Length - 117 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
This picture stars Cantinflas, the comedian. 
" 53. Tia Candela: Distributor -Glasa Mohme Inc.; Length-
90 minutes; Rental - $25.00 
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This is a picture of Charro adventure and comedy. 
54. Un Viejo Amor: Distributor - Glasa Mohme Inc.; Length -
92 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
55. West Indies: Distributor - Encyclopedia Britannica; 
Length - One reel; Cost - $2.50; Spanish or English 
narration. 
This picture surveys the history of the Caribbean 
region; describes geographical features of the West 
Indies; and portrays natural resources, principal in-
dustries, and characteristics of the region's people. 
Animated maps trace the voyages of Columbus, review 
the political development of the islands, and depict 
the extent of commercial exchange. Pictorial sequences 
reveal vast activity in production of coffee, cacao, 
tobacco, sugar, and bananas. 
56. Yo Mate A Rosita Alvirez: Distributor - Clasa-Mohme 
- - -
Inc.; Length - 103 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
This is a picture of Gharro action with folk songs. 
, 
57. Yo No Elegi Mi Vida: Distributor - Clasa-Mohme Inc.; 
Length - 86 minutes; Rental - $25.00. 
This is a picture of modern adventure and romance. 
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Recordings, Exhibits, Kodachrome Slides, Maps, Filmstrips, 
Newspapers and Magazines 
This section on audio-visual aids is based on in£or-
mation supplied by The Pan American Society of New England. 
Teaching Aids on Latin America 
(Exclusive of Pan American Union and 
Pan American Society o£ New England) 
Bowmar, Stanley Company, 2067 Broadway, New York 23, New York 
Kit No. V-062 
1. Diorama, size 25 x 15 x 18 inches. Consists of 
stage and 13 cut-out pieces. A presentation of 
native life and rubber gathering in the Amazon 
basin. Furnished uncolored. 
Picture set - 36 pictures that illustrate im-
portant activities not dealt with 
in other material. Includes cul-
tural contributions of South 
America: art, music, etc. 
2. 7 Charts and Maps, colored, size 27 x 41. 
Titles: a. South America, the Land and Its 
Products 
b. The People of South America 
c. Transportation, Routes and Methods 
d. Trade with the U. s. 
e. Costumes, Fiesta and Folk Dress 
f. Understanding our Neighbors 
g. An Outline Map 
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Color 
1. 
2. 
Slide Sets 
(Produced by Philip, study guide with 
No. of Ready 
Title Slides Mounts 
Indians in Peru 
Gathering Rubber 
Coffee 
Cocoa 
Quinine 
Bananas 
(Produced by Wesco, 
viewing panel with 
Guatemala 
Mexico 
11 $ 5.50 
16 8.00 
12 6. 00 
12 6.00 
13 6.50 
23 11.50 
each set of 12 in 
descriptions) 
12 
12 
$5.85 
5.85 
each set) 
Glass 
Binders 
$ 6.60 
9.60 
7.20 
7.20 
7.80 
13.80 
self-
$7.20 
7.20 
Brooklyn Museum, Education Division Loan Room, Eastern 
Parkway, Brooklyn, New York 
Slides 
Black and white, 3 1/4 x 4. 
Fee: Up to 50 free except for transportation 
charges. 
Topics: Sets can be made up to suit the teacher's 
needs. 
Staff will pick out slides provided ample 
notice is given. 
Loan Period: One week. 
Color, 2 x 2. 
Fee: Up to 30 free except for transportation 
charges. 
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Magazines 
A limited group of National Geographic magazines of 
recent years, available for educational use only. 
Ten different issues for $1.00 postage paid. 
Listings of magazines available, and their contents 
can be secured through the National Geographic 
Society or at the Pan American Society. 
Color Sheets 
Available for educational use, color sheets identical 
with those bound in certain back numbers of the 
National Geographic magazine. The color illustrations 
embrace a wide variety of subjects in many lands. 
Price: Available in sets of 48 sheets for 30 cents 
96 sheets for 50 cents 
4, 8, 12, 16, etc. sheets at 30 cents 
Pan American Coffee Bureau, 120 Wall Street, New York, N. Y. 
Booklet 
"Coffee - The Story of a Good Neighbor Product" - pre-
pared for students at the 5th and 6th grade level. 
Leaflets 
Six leaflets dealing with coffee and Latin America 
in relation to specific educational subjects, for 
junior and senior high school students. 
Teachers Manual 
"Coffee" - for use with the secondary high school 
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West Indies: 
Morro Castle, Havana, Cuba Port-au-Prince, Haiti 
Havana, Cuba I The People of Haiti 
Havana, Cuba II Ciudad Trujillo, Domini-
can Republic 
Havana, Cuba III 
South America: I 
Scenes of Colombia Valparaiso and Vina del . , 
Mar, Chile 
Bogota, Colombia I 
Bogota, Colombia II 
Medellin, Colombia 
Quito, Ecuador 
Rural Life in Ecuador 
Scenes of Ecuador 
Lima, Peru I 
Arequipa, to Cuzco, Peru 
Ruins of Pachacamac, Lima 
Ruins of Sacsahuaman 
Fortress, Cuzco 
Lima, Peru II 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
Rio and Copacabana Beach 
Rio and the Corcovado 
Santiago, Chile 
Chile 
Lake Region, Chile 
La Paz, Bolivia 
Buenos Aires, Arg. I 
Buenos Aires, Arg. II 
Caracas, Venezuela 
Santos and Sao Paula, 
Brazil 
La Plata, Argentina 
Petropolis and Vicinity, 
Brazil 
Carnival, Rio de Janeiro 
Paramaribo and Natives 
of Surinam 
Montevideo, Uruguay I 
Montevideo, Uruguay II 
Prices: View-Master Stereoscope $2.00 
View-Master Reels 35 cents each, 3 for $1.00 
View-Master Catalogue 10 cents 
I 
I. 
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Geographic School Bulletin, National Geographic Society, 
Washington 6, D. C. 25p for 30 weekly issues. 
Scholastic, 7 East 12th Street, New York 3, New York. 
Junior Scholastic, published weekly, has illus-
trated articles on the customs and manners of 
people of the United Nations, and life stories 
of national heroes of the Pan American nations--
these in addition to its regular features. 
Rates: {weekly) Per student 
2_er school year 
Per student 
per semester 
Senior Scholastic 
Junior Scholastic 
Teacher Edition: 
Senior Scholastic 
Junior Scholast:ic 
$1.20 
.90 
$2.00 
1.50 
60p 
45,6 
(no semester 
rates) 
The Teacher Edition is sent free with the 
student weekly magazines on group orders of 
ten or more to the same address. 
Pan American World Airways Teacher, 28-19 Bridge Plaza 
North, Long Island City, New York. 
Distributed bi-monthly, free of charge. 
Hispania, (a Teachers' Journal, devoted to the interests 
of the teaching of Spanish and Portuguese) 
Inquiries about subscriptions, membership and 
139 
sample copies should be addressed to the 
Secretary-Treasurer of the American Association 
of Teachers of Spanish and Portuguese, Professor 
Graydon S. DeLand, Denison University, Grenville, 
Ohio. Published in February, May, August and 
November of each year. 
Subscriptions (including membership in the 
Association) - $3.00 per year. 
The Pan American Society of New England, Inc. 
Loan Exhibits and Kodachrome Slides 
The Pan American Society of New England, Inc. has educa-
tional exhibits and slides on the Latin American countries, 
for distribution to schools, libraries and clubs. Larger 
exhibits on costumes, folk arts or products can be assembled 
for museums or special occasions. 
Exhibits are available on the following countries: 
Argentina Ecuador 
Bolivia Guatemala 
Brazil Mexico 
Chile Peru 
Caribbean Area Central America 
General exhibits on Latin America include the 
following: 
Geography of South America 
Some Foods of Latin America 
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area will receive precedence. , 
To Obtain Scripts: Scripts for use with the recordings 
may be secured from the Pan American Society at ten cents 
per copy. 
A teacher of Spanish in the Roslindale High School# 
Miss Mary M. Stavrinos, evaluated these recordings as follows: 
"Clear# simple Spanish, very easy to understand. It seems to 
me that by the end of second year Spanish in high school, the 
pupils should be able to follow the program with a greet deal 
of interest, especially if they have the script before them." 
Record I: 
List of Programs 
Members of the Family at Home - Introduc-
tory Script 
A Brief of the United States, New England, 
and Boston 
Record II: High Lights of High School 
Graduation Time 
Record III: Life on a College Campus 
A Shopping Spree 
Record IV: Fun on a Farm 
Buying and Bills 
Record V: Independence Dey Parade 
Record VI: Mary Leaves for Mexico 
A Picnic and John's Camp 
Record VIIs Off to Cepe Cod 
Berkshire Festival Time 
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A Few Sources of Crafts and Foods from Latin America 
1. Arts Cooperative Service~ 519 West 12lst Street, 
New York 27, N. Y. 
Supplies for teachers including units on Latin 
America. Materials for making craft objects: baskets, 
clay, pictures, tools, wax, warp thread, and directions. 
2. Banks Upshaw and Company, 70? Browder Street, 
Dallas 1, Texas 
Imports from Mexico and other Spanish-speaking 
countries: cards, favors, maps, dolls, baskets, flags, 
games, song and game books, children's books in Spanish. 
3. Beaches Gift Shop, Blumenthal Building, El Paso, Texas 
(P. 0. Drawer 219) 
Mexican post cards, pottery, serapes, glassware, 
tinware, dolls, Indian jewelry and blankets. 
4. Fred Leighton's Mexican Imports, 15 East 8th Street, 
New York, N. Y. 
Mexican pottery, glassware, furniture, baskets, 
trays, serapes and jewelry. 
' 5. Good Neighbor Imports, 16 East 50th Street, New York, N.Y. 
Bedroom slippers of merino wool from Peru. 
6. Haitian Art Center of New York, 41 West 47th Street, 
New York, N. Y. 
Oil paintings, smell craft objects. 
--=~~---
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13. Mexican Products Co., P. 0. Box 506, Laredo, Texas. 
Furniture, baskets, weaving, novelties, pottery 
glassware. 
14. Mexicraft, 2766 South Alameda, Corpus Christi, Texas. 
15. 
Coin earrings. 
Pan American Shop, 822 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y. 
Crafts from Mexico, Guatemala, Brazil, Peru, 
Ecuador and Argentina. Textiles and accessories; 
jewelry, glassware, serapes, trays, cards. 
16. The Old Mexico Shop, Santa Fe, New Mexico. 
Woven baskets, pottery, serapes, dolls, hand-
blown glass and jewelry. 
17. We the Americas, Dept. HG-12, Station 0- Box 74, 
New York 11, N. Y. 
Mahogany bowls, tables, book ends, etc, from 
Halt 1. 
The dealers listed accept mail orders and will send 
· prices on request. 
--+ 
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